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XWP is a WordPress expert and VIP partner that specializes in 
helping media brands like News Corp Australia, Resignation 
Media, and Thomson Reuters solve technical challenges. They 
needed a way to generate leads and qualified sales meetings 
with decision-makers and internal champions at large media 
brands. They engaged SalesEngine to develop a repeatable, 
scalable lead generation and sales development process to get 
more qualified meetings with high-value accounts.

Opportunity

SalesEngine worked with XWP to develop an outbound lead 
generation and sales development strategy. This helped create a 
more efficient and scalable sales process. SalesEngine then 
developed and launched a highly-targeted multi-channel 
outbound campaign that connected XWP with media and 
publishing brands worldwide.

Our SDR helped qualify responses, follow up and nurture leads to 
generate meetings, and keep their CRM organized so the sales 
team could focus their time on meetings, proposals, and closing 
deals. We also collaborated with leadership across sales and 
marketing to help improve XWP’s strategy and approach.

Solution

Success With: Discover how SalesEngine helped 

XWP generate a consistent supply 

of high-value sales leads and 

meetings for their sales pipeline

Let’s Get Started
Learn how we can help grow 
your business today:

matt@salesengine.ai

www.salesengine.ai

After 30 Days with 

SalesEngine

100’s of Qualified Sales Leads 
Added to the Sales Pipeline per 
Month

Multi-Channel Lead Generation 
Strategy

Sales Development Rep to Help 
with Lead Nurturing, and Sales 
Pipeline Management
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We successfully developed an effective, scalable lead generation and sales development strategy that 

added hundreds of qualified leads to XWP’s sales pipeline. Our SDR helped nurtured leads that were not 

ready for sales into qualified sales meetings, freeing up their salespeople’s time to focus on meetings and 

closing deals. Through a highly targeted multi-channel lead generation campaign, our lead generation 

experts, and the work of a virtual SDR, SalesEngine helped create a repeatable and scalable customer 

acquisition strategy for XWP’s sales team.

LET’S GET STARTEDLET’S GET STARTED

matt@salesengine.ai www.salesengine.ai

Learn how we can help grow your business today

Results


